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We assess voltage polarity effects in phase-change memory (PCM) devices that contain Ge2 Sb2 Te5
(GST) as the active material through the study of vertically asymmetric pore-cell and laterally
symmetric bridge-cell structures. We show that bias polarity can greatly accelerate device failure
in such GST-based PCM devices and, through extensive transmission electron microscopy-based
failure analysis, trace these effects to a two-stage elemental segregation process. Segregation is
initially driven by bias across the molten region of the cell and is then greatly enhanced during the
crystallization process at lower temperatures. These results have implications for the design of
pulses and PCM cells for maximum endurance, the use of reverse polarity for extending endurance,
the requirements for uni- or bi-polar access devices, the need for materials science on active rather
than initial stoichiometries, and the need to evaluate new PCM materials under both bias polarities.
C 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3626047]
V
I. INTRODUCTION

Phase-change memory (PCM) depends upon the ability
of the active material to reversibly switch, upon the application of a current pulse, between a high-resistance “RESET”
state, corresponding to the amorphous phase of the phasechange material, and a low-resistance crystalline “SET”
state.1–3 The active phase-change material is typically a chalcogenide film, with Ge2 Sb2 Te5 , also known as GST, being
the most widely used material.4,5 PCM is currently regarded
as a promising alternative for future high-density non-volatile memory due to its fast switching speed, low operating
power, robust endurance, and strong scalability.1–3,5
However, although the cycling endurance of PCM (typically 108 to 109 SET–RESET cycles,6,7 but reaching as high
as 1011 to 1012 cycles2,8,9) is significantly better than NAND
flash (typically 104 to 105 program-erase cycles10), PCM
devices do inevitably fail. This failure is typically attributed
either to void-formation (which leaves devices “stuck” in the
RESET state7) or to a gradual segregation of the elemental
Ge, Sb, and Te of the original GST material to different portions of the device.11,12 It is believed that this segregation
slowly shifts the switching characteristics of the device.
Although this can be advantageous initially,13 eventually the
original RESET pulse is no longer sufficient to switch the device, leading to a “stuck SET” failure.7,8
Bias-dependent “blown-fuse” failure analysis experiments on tapered bridge structures (located far from any
metal electrodes14) and the controlled fast melting of large
symmetric bridge devices15,16 have attributed this elemental
segregation within Ge2 Sb2 Te5 devices to electromigration.
Although quite slow within the solid phase, this electromigration is driven rapidly at high bias during the melting inherent in the RESET step.16 Tellurium (Te) is consistently
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observed to move toward the positive electrode (anode),
whereas antimony (Sb) moves toward the negative electrode
(cathode).11,12,14–16 This motion is attributed to the higher
electronegativity (5.49 eV) of Te compared to that of Germanium (Ge) and Sb (4.6 eV and 4.85 eV, respectively).16
However, whereas single-pulse-failure experiments show Ge
moving together with Sb toward the cathode,14,16 failure
analyses of heavily cycled cells instead show Ge being
depleted near the bottom electrode, which is typically used
as the cathode.11,12
Although these results suggest that electromigration is
not the only contribution during cycling, bias polarity has
been shown to have a potential role as an endurance extender. It has been observed that switching from one cycling
polarity to the other can be used to continue the cycling of
bridges after a stuck-SET failure.8 Even as few as 10 aggressive pulses of the opposite polarity can allow the cycling of
large pore-type devices to not only resume after a stuck-SET
failure but continue for another 105 cycles with the original
RESET pulse conditions.17,18
In this paper, we show that such reverse-polarity pulses
must be applied with great caution, as they can lead to catastrophic device failure after even a single pulse, depending
on the pulse-shape and duration. We show testing results and
extensive transmission electron microscopy (TEM)-based
failure analyses of both vertically asymmetric pore and laterally symmetric bridge PCM devices. Combined with recent
materials science studies of the crystallization of Te-rich
GST,19 these results suggest, for the first time, an integrated
narrative that addresses all of the empirically observed
effects. We attribute the elemental segregation that dominates both short- and long-term device failure in GST-based
PCM devices to the combination of electromigration through
the melt together with preferential segregation driven by the
crystallization process. The implications of this realization
extend from PCM device and system design to the study of
new PCM materials.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Schematic cross-section of a PCM pore cell, indicating the directions of current flow for “good” and “bad” polarity behavior.
Reprinted with permission from A. Padilla, G. W. Burr, K. Virwani, A.
Debunne, C. T. Rettner, T. Topuria, P. M. Rice, B. Jackson, D. Dupouy, A.
J. Kellock, R. M. Shelby, K. Gopalakrishnan, R. S. Shenoy, and B. N. Kurdi,
C 2010, IEEE.
Tech. Dig. - Int. Electron Devices Meet. 29.4 (2010). V

II. CHARACTERIZATION OF ASYMMETRIC PCM PORE
CELLS

In order to evaluate the switching behavior, ultra-scaled
doped-GST pore cells (Fig. 1) were fabricated, each with an
integrated poly-silicon resistor (1 to 3 k X) connected in series. Once the poly-silicon resistor and TiN bottom electrode
(BEC) were established, a small circular hole (defined by ebeam lithography) was etched through a thin (20 nm) layer
of SiN. A  60 nm layer of modestly doped
Ge0:21 Sb0:28 Te0:51 (as measured by Rutherford back-scattering) and a tungsten (W) top electrode (TEC) were then deposited and patterned, followed by the definition of large
aluminum pads. The critical dimensions (CDs) of these pore
devices ranged from 10 nm nominal (20 nm actual) up to
70 nm nominal (78 nm actual), although larger devices (up
to 120 nm nominal and beyond) were also fabricated for
TEM studies.
For electrical testing (Fig. 2), an arbitrary function generator (Tektronix AFG 3252) was used to supply pulses to
the PCM device-under-test (DUT) through the poly-silicon
series-resistor (Rseries ). A high-impedance probe (34 A
PicoProbe) and oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS 3014B) concurrently measured the voltage at the intermediate node between
the series-resistor and the DUT in order to obtain both the
voltage across and the current through the DUT. After each
pulse, highly accurate resistance measurements were performed at low bias (100 mV) with a source-measure unit

FIG. 2. (Color online) Electrical test setup for the characterization of the
switching characteristics of prototype pore and bridge-cell PCM devices.

FIG. 3. (Color online) RESET programming characteristics of PCM pore
devices, for “good” polarity behavior, for nominal critical dimensions varying from 10 nm to 70 nm. Actual CD values (shown in parentheses) tended
to be 7 to 10 nm larger than the nominal CDs.

(Keithley 2400). Reed-relay switches (not shown) protected
the DUT from un-intended pulses and allowed rapid switching between pulsed and dc measurements.20
Figure 3 shows the measured pore-device resistance as a
function of successively increased applied voltage for representative PCM pore cells ranging in nominal CD from 10 nm
to 70 nm. Here, these devices are operated in the conventional mode of operation, with negative bias applied to the
small-area BEC (left-hand side of Fig. 1). We refer to this
configuration as the “good” polarity, for reasons that will
soon become obvious. Large resistance contrasts can be
readily obtained on all structures. Figure 4 shows the current
required for a 30 contrast RESET operation, experimentally measured over a large ensemble of devices as a function
of their actual critical dimension. Also shown are numerically simulated RESET currents for our PCM pore cells as a
function of the actual CD (Ref. 22) and the scaling predictions made in the International Technology Roadmap for
Semiconductors21 (ITRS) as a function of the CD. The corresponding semiconductor technology nodes21 are indicated
across the top of the graph. Both the measured and the

FIG. 4. (Color online) Measured RESET current of PCM pore devices as a
function of the actual CD and technology node (Ref. 21), compared to the
predictions of electrothermal modeling (Ref. 22) and of the ITRS (Ref. 21).
Reprinted with permission from A. Padilla, G. W. Burr, K. Virwani, A.
Debunne, C. T. Rettner, T. Topuria, P. M. Rice, B. Jackson, D. Dupouy, A.
J. Kellock, R. M. Shelby, K. Gopalakrishnan, R. S. Shenoy, and B. N. Kurdi,
C 2010, IEEE.
Tech. Dig. - Int. Electron Devices Meet. 29.4 (2010). V
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Constant-amplitude negative (on the BEC) pulses
provide a modest window for the SET operation, unless the pulse is so long
that crystallization occurs during the 0.5% ramp-down. Reprinted with permission from A. Padilla, G. W. Burr, K. Virwani, A. Debunne, C. T. Rettner,
T. Topuria, P. M. Rice, B. Jackson, D. Dupouy, A. J. Kellock, R. M. Shelby,
K. Gopalakrishnan, R. S. Shenoy, and B. N. Kurdi, Tech. Dig. - Int. Electron
C 2010, IEEE.
Devices Meet. 29.4 (2010). V

simulated22 RESET currents of our PCM pore-devices are
highly consistent with the predictions of the ITRS.
Figures 5 and 6 show the resistance of a single PCM
pore-device of 20 nm nominal (28 nm actual) CD as a
function of successively increased applied voltage for pulses
in the “good” polarity (negative on the BEC) with varying
total durations. Figure 5 corresponds to constant-amplitude
pulses with minimal (0.5%) length ramp-up and ramp-down
portions, and Fig. 6 shows the effects of “ramp-down” pulses
that culminate in a long linear decay over 80% of the total
duration. These pulses begin with a minimal ramp-up and
have a voltage plateau that spans the first 20% of the total
duration. Between each voltage sequence, the device was
fully SET and then returned to the RESET state using a small
number of brief “good” polarity pulses.
Although a resistance contrast of > 30 can be obtained
by full crystallization of the GST material with even brief

FIG. 6. (Color online) Ramped-down pulses (over the final 80%) provide a
large amplitude-insensitive window for the SET operation for negative (on
the BEC) voltages. Reprinted with permission from A. Padilla, G. W. Burr,
K. Virwani, A. Debunne, C. T. Rettner, T. Topuria, P. M. Rice, B. Jackson,
D. Dupouy, A. J. Kellock, R. M. Shelby, K. Gopalakrishnan, R. S. Shenoy,
C
and B. N. Kurdi, Tech. Dig. - Int. Electron Devices Meet. 29.4 (2010). V
2010, IEEE.
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FIG. 7. (Color online) For positive bias on the BEC, constant-amplitude
pulses show only a narrow window, with many voltages leading to resistances 10 higher than the initial RESET condition, and some that are up to
1000 higher. Reprinted with permission from A. Padilla, G. W. Burr, K.
Virwani, A. Debunne, C. T. Rettner, T. Topuria, P. M. Rice, B. Jackson, D.
Dupouy, A. J. Kellock, R. M. Shelby, K. Gopalakrishnan, R. S. Shenoy, and
C 2010,
B. N. Kurdi, Tech. Dig. - Int. Electron Devices Meet. 29.4 (2010). V
IEEE.

constant-amplitude pulses, the voltage window remains quite
narrow until the total duration grows so long that the crystallization during the final ramp-down portion (maintained at
0.5% of total duration) becomes significant. In contrast, for
the 80% ramp-down pulses used in Fig. 6, a broad, amplitude-insensitive SET-programming window is obtained for
all total durations longer than 500 ns. Such SET pulses are
often used for PCM devices in order to obtain high resistance
contrast even in the presence of device-to-device variability.23,24 Inherent in the choice of such pulses is the realization
that some devices—those for which a low-constant-amplitude SET pulse would have sufficed—will in fact reach the
melting point during the plateau portion of the pulse. The
onset of melting and the RESET condition are readily identified around 2.25 V in Fig. 5.

FIG. 8. (Color online) For positive bias (on the BEC) ramped-down pulses,
the SET window is slightly wider, but excessively high resistances can be
obtained for even modest (10 to 50 lsec) durations. Reprinted with permission from A. Padilla, G. W. Burr, K. Virwani, A. Debunne, C. T. Rettner, T.
Topuria, P. M. Rice, B. Jackson, D. Dupouy, A. J. Kellock, R. M. Shelby, K.
Gopalakrishnan, R. S. Shenoy, and B. N. Kurdi, Tech. Dig. - Int. Electron
C 2010, IEEE.
Devices Meet. 29.4 (2010). V
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Bias-polarity anomalies become immediately evident
when otherwise identical “bad” polarity pulses are used on a
PCM pore device.25 The only difference is that the positive
bias is now applied to the small-area BEC. Figures 7 and 8
show results for a single PCM pore-device of 30 nm nominal
(38 nm actual) CD for constant-amplitude and ramp-down
pulses, respectively. Here, despite using very long-duration
pulses, it is extremely difficult to attain a truly low-resistance
state (< 100 kX). In addition, the SET-programming window
is not only much shallower but also much narrower, for both
constant-amplitude and ramp-down pulses. In fact, almost
every combination of moderate amplitude and modest duration (>5 to 10 lsec) results in a distinctive state with noticeably higher resistance than the usual RESET state. This state
is, in fact, reversible with “good” polarity pulses of moderate
duration and high voltage (with peak amplitudes reaching
3 V). Such pulses were used to recover this particular device to low resistance before it was returned to the RESET
state for the next sequence of successively increasing voltages. All of the data in Figs. 7 and 8 were measured on a
pair of devices, but very similar results have been observed
on numerous other PCM pore-devices of varying CDs, varying electrode materials for both the BEC and the TEC, and
varying or omitted dopants.

III. THE ROLE OF DEVICE SYMMETRY

These results are similar to earlier observations of the
bias-dependent operation of PCM devices. For instance, Lee
et al. observed that only the “good” choice of polarity (positive on large-area electrode) could be used to produce low
SET resistances in large PCM pore devices, whereas the
other polarity was associated with “hard-to-SET” operations.26 They hoped to use this effect for multi-level storage.
For the “bad” polarity, only a narrow voltage window could
be used for the SET operation, which also required longer
pulses and which never produced the same low SET resistances as the “good” polarity.26 Similar results have been
observed on mushroom cells.27
Fortunately, the “good” polarity corresponds exactly to
the typical operation of integrated PCM devices, in which
positive voltage is applied to top of the PCM device built
over an underlying NMOS transistor.28 In fact, the operation
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of such integrated devices in the “bad” polarity is difficult to
study unambiguously, because in that configuration the gateto-source voltage changes dynamically during each pulse as
the PCM device resistance changes. Thus it is not surprising
that such effects are only starting to be reported for PCM
devices integrated together with access transistors.27
Both pore- and mushroom-cells are inherently asymmetric cell designs with a TEC that is typically much larger in
area than the BEC. However, bias polarity has also been
studied in bridge-cell structures, which can readily be made
laterally symmetric. Tio Castro et al. showed convincing
top-down TEM studies of bridge devices in the RESET state
in order to prove that the amorphous plugs in their devices
were shifting with the polarity of the applied bias, by as
much as 100 nm.29 They attributed this to the thermo-electric
Thomson effect, in which the overlap of temperature gradients with electrical current can lead to additional heat generation or absorption. Because the hot spot in the center of a
phase-change device is surrounded by temperature gradients
of opposite signs but the current flow is uni-directional, the
Thomson effect acts to shift the centroid of the hot spot
depending on the polarity of the applied voltage. Tio Castro
et al. estimated from their observations that the Thomson
coefficient in their material might be in the range of
100 lV=K.29 However, numerical simulations of our ultrascaled asymmetric pore-structures (not shown) indicate that
such values of the Thomson coefficient produce only subtle
shifts of the hot spot, suggesting that the bias-polarity effects
shown in Figs. 7 and 8 cannot be readily attributed to the
Thomson effect.
In those same experiments,29 it was observed that for
intentionally asymmetric “dog-bone” bridge devices (each
somewhat like a high-aspect-ratio pore device on its side),
there was a “bad” polarity of operation (large-area electrode
negative and small-area electrode positive) for which subsequent SET operations were unable to return the device to
low resistance. In symmetric bridge devices, other researchers have reported that the most reliable SET operations can
be produced only by alternating the polarity between SET
and RESET, with little dependence on the absolute sign of
the bias polarity.30 Intriguingly, these results were observed
only for bridges fabricated from GST,30 and not for ultrathin bridges fabricated from doped-GeSb.31

FIG. 9. (Color online) (a) Top view
SEM
image
(width ¼ 250
nm,
length ¼ 125 nm) and (b) lateral crosssection (along the center of the GST
line) of a laterally symmetric phasechange bridge cell fabricated over tungsten electrodes. Reprinted with permission from A. Padilla, G. W. Burr, K.
Virwani, A. Debunne, C. T. Rettner, T.
Topuria, P. M. Rice, B. Jackson, D.
Dupouy, A. J. Kellock, R. M. Shelby, K.
Gopalakrishnan, R. S. Shenoy, and B. N.
Kurdi, Tech. Dig. - Int. Electron Devices
C 2010, IEEE.
Meet. 29.4 (2010). V
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FIG. 10. (Color online) Whereas application of (a) an alternating-polarity SET pulse immediately following a RESET pulse produces low resistances in a symmetric bridge device (W ¼ 20 nm, L ¼ 200 nm), (b) a same-polarity SET pulse often produces high resistance. The formation of this high resistance state is
always associated with a sharp cutoff of IDUT late within the ramp-down. Note that unlike in part (b), for which the device began in the SET state, the device in
part (a), having just been RESET, first underwent electrical breakdown. Reprinted with permission from A. Padilla, G. W. Burr, K. Virwani, A. Debunne, C.
T. Rettner, T. Topuria, P. M. Rice, B. Jackson, D. Dupouy, A. J. Kellock, R. M. Shelby, K. Gopalakrishnan, R. S. Shenoy, and B. N. Kurdi, Tech. Dig. - Int.
C 2010, IEEE.
Electron Devices Meet. 29.4 (2010). V

IV. CHARACTERIZATION OF SYMMETRIC PCM
BRIDGE CELLS

In order to assess the role of device symmetry in polarity
effects, we fabricated laterally symmetric phase-change
bridge (PCB) cells (Fig. 9) from undoped-GST and tested
them with a resistor connected in series. To build these structures, two tungsten electrodes (parallel but separated by a
distance L) were first patterned on top of a thick SiO2 layer
with e-beam lithography. Optical lithography and a lift-off
process were then used to pattern tungsten nitride (WNx )
wires that established the series resistor and probe pads. Subsequently, a layer of undoped Ge0:21 Sb0:28 Te0:51 (H  40 nm)
was sputter-deposited (at 200  C in order to attain a crystalline film), followed immediately by 5 nm of protective
SiO2 . E-beam lithography and dry etching defined GST
bridges of various widths W. After the etch process, the tungsten electrodes had a remaining thickness of 12 to 15 nm in
the vicinity of the bridges, slightly reduced from the original 20 nm. Finally, these PCB cells were passivated with a
combination of SiO2 and Si3 N4 films, followed by the patterning of aluminum contacts on top of the WNx pads. The
same apparatus from Fig. 2 was used for electrical testing,
making it possible to directly compare symmetric and asymmetric PCM devices without any changes in the test
procedure.
In general, the signature of the polarity effect is more
difficult to capture in bridge devices than in pore devices.
Long bridges can show suitably low RESET currents31 but
are also susceptible to over-programming into RESET states
that lead to destructively high threshold voltages.32 In contrast, short bridges require high RESET currents and exhibit

excessive device history effects, complicating the accumulation of data similar to Figs. 5–8. However, repeatable biaspolarity effects could be observed with moderate-length
bridges.
Figure 10 shows the voltage-versus-time and corresponding current-versus-voltage characteristics for two different pairs of composite pulses applied to a symmetric
bridge device (W ¼ 20 nm, L ¼ 200 nm). For such devices, as
was observed by Lin et al.,30 alternating-polarity becomes
the analog of the “good” polarity. In Fig. 10(a), the application of a SET pulse with a polarity that is opposite to the
just-preceding RESET pulse leads consistently to a low resistance state. Although negative SET following a positive
RESET is shown, the other alternative (positive SET following a negative RESET) was also observed to reliably produce
low-resistance SET states. In contrast, two pulses of the
same-polarity, such as the two positive pulses shown in Fig.
10(b), consistently put the device into a high resistance state.
Devices could readily be damaged to a permanent high-resistance OPEN state, but reliably reversible ultrahigh-resistance states were not observed in symmetric bridge devices.
The measurement of the voltage at the intermediate
node between the DUT and the series resistor allows us to
examine the dynamic I-V curves during these pulses. As
shown at the right-hand edge of Fig. 10, these I-V curves are
consistently different for alternating (“good”) and same
(“bad”) polarity operation. During the ramp-down portion of
a “good” polarity SET operation (Fig. 10(a)), the device current smoothly decreases as the applied voltage ramps down
linearly. The dependence is slightly non-linear, reflecting a
gradual increase in the dynamic resistance of the DUT as it
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FIG. 11. (Color online) TEM image (top) and EELS scan (bottom) of a
PCB device (40 nm width, 200 nm length) after a single 5 ms, 3.5 V, constant-amplitude pulse was applied, showing significant motion of Ge and Sb
to the negative electrode and Te to the positive electrode. Reprinted with
permission from A. Padilla, G. W. Burr, K. Virwani, A. Debunne, C. T.
Rettner, T. Topuria, P. M. Rice, B. Jackson, D. Dupouy, A. J. Kellock, R.
M. Shelby, K. Gopalakrishnan, R. S. Shenoy, and B. N. Kurdi, Tech. Dig. C 2010, IEEE.
Int. Electron Devices Meet. 29.4 (2010). V

cools. In marked contrast, a “bad” polarity SET operation
(Fig. 10(b)) is almost always associated with a sharp cutoff
of the device current IDUT during the ramp-down. This sudden and massive increase in dynamic resistance occurs at a
point at which the power being dissipated through the device
is still sizable yet is markedly lower than either the peak
power in the pulse or the RESET power. Although Fig. 10
shows I-V traces only for a bridge device, this same signature
(a sudden increase in dynamic resistance during the pulse)
was also consistently observed across all bridge and pore
devices.
V. CROSS-SECTIONAL TEM ANALYSIS OF PCM
BRIDGE CELL

In order to assess this observed polarity dependence on
symmetric bridge-type PCM devices, a failure analysis
experiment was performed. After the application of a single
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pulse (a constant amplitude of 3 V for 5 ms) to an otherwise
untested device, a 50 nm thick slice along the length of the
device was cross-sectioned using a focused ion beam (FIB).
Figure 11 shows a TEM image and electron energy-loss
spectroscopy (EELS) data on the elemental composition
within the bridge device. For the EELS scan, a 0.5 nm diameter electron beam was moved linearly along the length of
the bridge from the GST material above one electrode to the
corresponding position at the other end of the device. Just as
in earlier reports on much larger bridges,14,16 Te is observed
to move toward the positive anode, and both Ge and Sb
move toward the negative cathode.
Because of the vast difference between the estimated
diffusion coefficients of Te, Ge, and Sb through the
melt (1  2  105 cm2 s1 ) and through the solid (2  12
 1015 cm2 s1 ,16 it is clear that the portion of the cell that
was molten during the single applied pulse extends well
above each electrode. The presence of this “reservoir” of
phase-change material helps explain why the electrical
behavior observed in bridge cells tends to vary strongly with
the device size, aspect ratio, pulse amplitude, and device history. Any elemental segregation effects that push strongly
into these “reservoir” regions will not impede the subsequent
electrical path through the GST between the electrodes. A
slightly lower amplitude, however, might yield an elemental
distribution that was scaled down only slightly yet which
significantly impacted the electrical path between electrodes.
Thus similar pulses could lead to widely different device
resistances and subsequent device responses.
In the context of a PCM pore device, Fig. 11 and Refs.
14 and 16 indicate that during a “bad” polarity pulse, electromigration will rapidly drive Te toward the positively biased
small-area BEC. Because it is highly unlikely that complete
current cutoff is occurring uniformly across our much wider
TEC, this suggests that the problems associated with the
“bad” polarity occur when the GST becomes Te-rich. Furthermore, Figs. 7 and 8 show that the reliably reversible
ultrahigh-resistance state occurs more readily as pulse
FIG. 12. (Color online) High-resolution
Auger analysis shows that whereas
(a),(b) Te continuously leaves an
uncapped Te-rich GST film during optical exposure, after short pulses (c) Sb is
only slightly affected. However, for long
pulses in the power regime in which
both significant material motion (as
measured via AFM) and the significant
reflectivity increase associated with
crystallization are observed, (d) Sb is
consistently observed to agglomerate
within the optically heated region. We
attribute this phenomenon to the crystallization-induced segregation of Sb
within Te-rich GST (Ref. 19). Reprinted
with permission from A. Padilla, G. W.
Burr, K. Virwani, A. Debunne, C. T.
Rettner, T. Topuria, P. M. Rice, B. Jackson, D. Dupouy, A. J. Kellock, R. M.
Shelby, K. Gopalakrishnan, R. S. Shenoy, and B. N. Kurdi, Tech. Dig. - Int.
C
Electron Devices Meet. 29.4 (2010). V
2010, IEEE.
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durations become extremely long. During ramp-down pulses,
I-V traces like those in Fig. 10(b) consistently show that the
cutoff in the device current associated with this ultrahigh-resistance state occurs well within the ramp-down pulse, when
internal temperatures are significantly cooler than melting
and crystallization ought to be occurring.
VI. CRYSTALLIZATION-INDUCED SEGREGATION
OBSERVED IN TE-RICH GST WITH AUGER
SPECTROSCOPY

These observations motivated an extensive materials
science study of the crystallization of Te-rich GST (Ref. 19)
using a combination of optical heating and Auger spectroscopy. For space reasons, we summarize only the conclusions
here, but full details will be published elsewhere.19 Through
extensive optical pulse experiments, we found that changing
the tellurium fraction from 50% to 70% increased the average crystallization time by 4.5 orders of magnitude (from
100 ns to 3 ms). Furthermore, crystallization in Te-rich GST
was always associated with a significant increase in local topography (as measured by AFM) and with power levels
much lower than those needed to initiate either melting or
ablation.
These results imply that the long delay before crystallization is due to the need to modify the local stoichiometry
through slow material migration before crystallization can
even proceed. Figure 12 shows this redistribution as measured by Auger spectroscopy on the surface of a 30 nm
Te-rich GST film illuminated with optical pulses of widely
varying duration at two similar powers.19 Although Te readily and continuously leaves the locally heated film,33 the Sb
near the heated surface is relatively unaffected after pulses
of short duration. Only for long optical pulses—those for
which we observed both the significant reflectivity increase
associated with crystallization and a significant topography
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change—do we find that Sb has agglomerated within the
optically heated spot.
We attribute this agglomeration to crystallizationinduced segregation. Consider a region where local stoichiometry has finally become favorable for rapid crystallization,
driving an expansion of this region. At the boundaries of the
growing crystalline grain, this favorable stoichiometry is reinforced: any elements in short supply in the vicinity are
pulled in, at the expense of those that are not needed. In Fig.
12, the agglomeration of Sb is clearly visible; the expected
local depletion of Te is masked by its global depletion from
the uncapped film, and the role of Ge (not shown) is masked
by its tendency to oxidize at the exposed surface.
We observed that this segregation effect occurs at fairly
low optical powers,19 corresponding to estimated temperatures
below even the reduced melting point (560  C) of 70% Te-rich
GST.34 (The melting point reaches a local minimum around
400  C when the Te percentage is near 85%.34) This fits closely
with the rapid cutoff of the device current in our measured I-V
traces late within the pulse ramp-down, when dissipated power
is low and internal temperatures have cooled significantly.
VII. CROSS-SECTIONAL TEM ANALYSIS OF PCM
PORE CELLS

In order to help us understand what goes on inside a
PCM pore cell during “good” and “bad” polarity pulses, we
performed extensive failure analysis experiments, including
scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and
2-dimensional EELS mapping. In order to facilitate crosssectioning, we used larger pore devices with nominal (actual)
CDs ranging from 70 to 80 nm (80 to 90 nm). After programming with zero, one, or two pulses and a handful of resistance measurements, a 50 nm slice through the center of
each cylindrical pore device was prepared for TEM analysis
using a FIB.

FIG. 13. (Color online) Cross-sectional
STEM and EELS analysis of an untested
large (80 nm nominal CD) PCM pore
device. Although surfaces exposed to air
during processing are slightly oxidized,
each element is uniformly distributed in
the as-fabricated device. These larger
pore devices needed for TEM show the
same polarity behavior as smaller pores,
except that ultrahigh resistance states
could be created only with millisecondlong pulses. Colorbars are normalized
by 10  10 pixel regions in the upper
corners (outside the pore region).
Reprinted with permission from A.
Padilla, G. W. Burr, K. Virwani, A.
Debunne, C. T. Rettner, T. Topuria, P.
M. Rice, B. Jackson, D. Dupouy, A. J.
Kellock, R. M. Shelby, K. Gopalakrishnan, R. S. Shenoy, and B. N. Kurdi,
Tech. Dig. - Int. Electron Devices Meet.
C 2010, IEEE.
29.4 (2010). V
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FIG. 14. (Color online) STEM and
EELS for an 80 nm (nominal CD) pore
device tested with a single negative-onBEC 5 ms ramp-down pulse. The device
resistance is low, and Ge has been driven
into the lower corners, displacing Sb,
but Te is relatively unchanged.
Reprinted with permission from A.
Padilla, G. W. Burr, K. Virwani, A.
Debunne, C. T. Rettner, T. Topuria, P.
M. Rice, B. Jackson, D. Dupouy, A. J.
Kellock, R. M. Shelby, K. Gopalakrishnan, R. S. Shenoy, and B. N. Kurdi,
Tech. Dig. - Int. Electron Devices Meet.
C 2010, IEEE.
29.4 (2010). V

Figure 13 shows a STEM image and an EELS map
(accumulated with a 1 nm diameter beam) for an as-fabricated never-tested PCM pore device with a nominal CD of

80 nm. Although EELS cannot reliably provide an absolute
measure of the stoichiometry, it is well suited for quantitative measurements of relative variation in the stoichiometry.

FIG. 15. (Color online) STEM and EELS for an 80 nm (nominal CD) pore device tested with a single positive-on-BEC 5 ms ramp-down pulse. The device
resistance is high, Ge has been driven up out of the lower corners, and Sb has coalesced locally away from Te. Reprinted with permission from A. Padilla, G.
W. Burr, K. Virwani, A. Debunne, C. T. Rettner, T. Topuria, P. M. Rice, B. Jackson, D. Dupouy, A. J. Kellock, R. M. Shelby, K. Gopalakrishnan, R. S. SheC 2010, IEEE.
noy, and B. N. Kurdi, Tech. Dig. - Int. Electron Devices Meet. 29.4 (2010). V
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FIG. 16. (Color online) STEM and
EELS for an 80 nm (nominal CD) pore
device after a single high-amplitude positive-on-BEC 5 ms ramp-down pulse.
The device resistance went ultrahigh
before the end of the ramp-down, with
Ge and Sb driven up, leaving only Te at
the bottom. The formation of the void in
the lower right-hand corner of the pore
was violent enough to leave tungsten at
the BEC. Reprinted with permission
from A. Padilla, G. W. Burr, K. Virwani,
A. Debunne, C. T. Rettner, T. Topuria,
P. M. Rice, B. Jackson, D. Dupouy, A. J.
Kellock, R. M. Shelby, K. Gopalakrishnan, R. S. Shenoy, and B. N. Kurdi,
Tech. Dig. - Int. Electron Devices Meet.
C 2010, IEEE.
29.4 (2010). V

These results clearly show that the Ge, Sb, and Te of the
original GST material are uniformly distributed throughout
the as-fabricated device. The EELS map in the lower-left
corner of Fig. 13 shows that surfaces that are exposed to air
during the fabrication processing tend to be slightly oxidized.
All colorbars are normalized by the two 10  10 pixel
regions in the upper left-hand and right-hand corners, outside
the pore region.
These larger pore devices used for TEM show the same
polarity behavior as smaller pores, except that the reliably reversible ultrahigh-resistance state could be created only with
millisecond-long pulses. Figure 14 shows the voltage-versustime and I-V traces, the STEM image, and the elemental distributions according to EELS mapping after a single 5 ms
long 80% ramp-down “good” polarity pulse had programmed an 80 nm nominal CD pore device into a low resistance SET state. The strong bias has driven Ge into the
lower corners near the BEC, displacing Sb but leaving
the Te relatively unchanged. In all cross-sectioned devices,
the distribution of oxygen (not shown) showed the same
qualitative pattern (oxidation at the SiN–GST, SiN–TiN, and
TiN–GST interfaces) that was observed in the untested
device (Fig. 13).
During a “bad” polarity pulse (Fig. 15), IDUT decreases
abruptly late within the ramp-down, when dissipated power
is low and the final resistance is high. The EELS data show
Ge moving up, leaving Te-rich GST near the BEC, within
which Sb has further locally segregated itself from Te. The
STEM image shows a few areas of lower Z-contrast, suggesting either an overall lower local density or the presence
of small voids within the cross-sectioned volume. A comparison of STEM images from other “good” and “bad” pulses
(not shown) also consistently exhibited uniform Z-contrast
for “good” polarity and patchy Z-contrast for “bad” polarity
pulses.

For a higher amplitude “bad” polarity pulse, a more catastrophic current shutoff was often observed, even after a
single pulse. STEM images such as that in Fig. 16, which
shows an 80 nm (nominal CD) pore device cross-sectioned
after such a shutoff event, consistently revealed a partial
void and the complete absence of Ge and Sb from the lower
part of the device. The sharp cutoff of current shown in the
voltage traces appears to be associated with the cataclysmic
formation of a massive void within the device. This event is
so violent that traces of tungsten from the TEC are left at the
bottom TiN-GST interface. However, note that although the
void is quite large, it blocks only a portion of the device volume, and the entire left-hand side of the device is contiguously connected from TEC to BEC. Yet the resulting device
resistance is significantly higher than the normal RESET
state resistance, and it remains at that high level unless a
“good” polarity pulse of several volts is applied. A similarly
large amplitude applied with the “bad” polarity would also
lead to substantial dynamic current flow, yet the final device
resistance was invariably the same or even higher still. Other
devices cross-sectioned after high amplitude “bad” pulses
have each shown large voids that similarly fail to block the
entire device area.
Figure 17 shows a device in which the subsequent application of a second large-amplitude “good” polarity pulse
returned a high-resistance PCM pore device to operation,
albeit with a partial void remaining within the device. Here
tungsten is again detected at the BEC-GST interface, implying that the void introduced by the first “bad” polarity pulse
(resulting in this case in a resistance of only 3:1MX) was
originally larger, and that the recovery pulse has resulted in
some reflow of material. Note that the Te and Sb distributions are nearly uniform again, and that the Ge is again
driven into the lower corners, just as was found after a single
“good” polarity pulse (Fig. 14).
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FIG. 17. (Color online) STEM and
EELS for a 70 nm (nominal CD) pore
device after two 5 ms ramp-down pulses.
The first, positive-on-BEC pulse created
a high resistance state; the second, negative-on-BEC pulse recovered the device,
leaving an internal void but bringing Ge
into the lower corners, balance to the Sb
and Te distributions, and a low final resistance. Reprinted with permission
from A. Padilla, G. W. Burr, K. Virwani,
A. Debunne, C. T. Rettner, T. Topuria,
P. M. Rice, B. Jackson, D. Dupouy, A. J.
Kellock, R. M. Shelby, K. Gopalakrishnan, R. S. Shenoy, and B. N. Kurdi,
Tech. Dig. - Int. Electron Devices Meet.
C 2010, IEEE.
29.4 (2010). V

VIII. DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

In order to gauge the internal temperatures that might
be involved in the onset of the reliably reversible ultrahighresistance state, we turned to the same electrothermal simulations22 that we had validated by matching against the
measured RESET currents of pore cells (Fig. 4). Figure 18
shows the predicted temperature profile within the active
region of the pore cell during the ramp-down portion of the
applied SET pulse. These data show that temperatures late in
the ramp-down are in fact similar to those in the optical
experiments, in which the crystallization and aggregation of
Sb are observed but Te-rich material can still flow. Temperature profiles for earlier points in time (not shown) have the
same shape but a higher peak temperature, meaning that
these same lower temperatures are also present, but only in
the bottom corners and periphery of the device. This explains

FIG. 18. (Color online) Electrothermal modeling shows that even toward
the end of the ramp-down portion of the applied pulse, temperatures should
be suitable for crystallization where Sb is present and for melting where Te
is enriched. Reprinted with permission from A. Padilla, G. W. Burr, K. Virwani, A. Debunne, C. T. Rettner, T. Topuria, P. M. Rice, B. Jackson, D.
Dupouy, A. J. Kellock, R. M. Shelby, K. Gopalakrishnan, R. S. Shenoy, and
C 2010,
B. N. Kurdi, Tech. Dig. - Int. Electron Devices Meet. 29.4 (2010). V
IEEE.

why sufficiently long constant-amplitude pulses can also produce the ultrahigh-resistance state.
Combining all of these results together (electrical, materials science, failure analysis, and modeling) leads to a convincing picture for the polarity effect in GST-based PCM
devices, which we illustrate in Fig. 19 for a pore cell. During
a “good” polarity pulse, Ge and Sb are pulled by bias down
through the melt toward the negatively biased BEC. Te is
relatively unaffected, although it is slightly depleted where
the highest field and current concentrations are reached.

FIG. 19. (Color online) Our explanation of the polarity-dependent effects in
GST-based PCM devices. (a) During a “good” polarity pulse, Ge and Sb are
pulled by bias down through the melt toward the negatively biased BEC. Sb
might aggregate, but all local stoichiometries support rapid crystallization.
(b) Early in a “bad” polarity ramp-down pulse, however, Ge leaves the bottom of the pore, setting up conditions (c) for Sb to further segregate via crystallization at temperatures at which Te-rich material remains fluid. If the
quench of Te-rich material to amorphous focuses current into a portion of
the BEC, a void can be created. Reprinted with permission from A. Padilla,
G. W. Burr, K. Virwani, A. Debunne, C. T. Rettner, T. Topuria, P. M. Rice,
B. Jackson, D. Dupouy, A. J. Kellock, R. M. Shelby, K. Gopalakrishnan, R.
S. Shenoy, and B. N. Kurdi, Tech. Dig. - Int. Electron Devices Meet. 29.4
C 2010, IEEE.
(2010). V
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Although Sb might aggregate, all of the local stoichiometries
support rapid crystallization so that high contrast can be realized between crystalline SET and amorphous RESET states.
Eventually, the ease with which Ge redistributes leads to
changes in the RESET condition, as a slow positive feedback
cycle builds between the melted radius, the Ge concentration
within this region, and the associated changes in the effective
dynamic resistance. The final stoichiometry within the
switching region depends on a complex interplay between
the initial stoichiometry, the electromigration tendencies, the
field and current patterns enforced by the device geometry,
and the crystallization speed as a function of stoichiometry.
This feedback cycle helps explain the initial conditioning
observed over the first few thousand cycles,13 the changes in
stoichiometry observed after heavy cycling,11,12 and, most
important, the critical role of time-spent-melting.2,8,9
In contrast to the “good” polarity, early in a “bad” polarity ramp-down pulse [Fig. 19(b)], Ge readily leaves the bottom of the pore, setting up conditions for Sb to further
segregate via crystallization at temperatures at which Te-rich
material remains fluid. Any portion of this Te-rich material
that quenches to the amorphous phase must leave a local
region of extremely high resistivity. At the end of the pulse,
the remaining current paths to the BEC that bypass such
regions are greatly limited in cross-sectional area, resulting in
a resistance that can be noticeably higher than the RESET
condition. In Figs. 7 and 8, this is the 100 MX state that is
10 more resistive than the RESET state. If this current confinement occurs during the pulse, however, the sudden focusing of current through only a small portion of the device can
lead to explosive void formation. In a ramp-down pulse, this
tends to happen as the voltage decreases, when large portions
of the cell are at these lower temperatures; for a constant-amplitude pulse, only a moderately large voltage and very long
durations tend to lead to void formation (Fig. 7). Although
substantial current can be subsequently forced through the device simply by applying a magnitude large enough to electrically break down the thick amorphous Te-rich GST layer, the
resuscitation of this device requires melting under the “good”
polarity in order to reverse the elemental distribution.
The presence of an unintended metal-oxide resistanceRAM (RRAM) device at the BEC was also considered as a
possible explanation, until the EELS mapping results convincingly showed similarly thin oxidized layers for “good,”
“bad,” and “really bad” pulses. The observed resistance contrast (between the > 1 GX ultrahigh resistance state and the
dynamic resistance during PCM operation of a few kX) also
significantly exceeds that demonstrated by most intentionally
fabricated RRAM devices.35 No evidence of Ti above the
BEC was observed with EELS in any of the pore devices.
These results explain why the application of even a few
“bad” polarity pulses can be sufficient to recover a device
that has been degraded by heavy cycling under the “good”
polarity.8,17,18 What our results show is that such pulses
should be applied sparingly and should always be applied
with constant and significant amplitude. In fact, the importance of being able to apply occasional “bad” polarity pulses
as an endurance extender suggests that the availability of
bipolar-capable access devices, such as the back-end-of-the-
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line compatible mixed-ionic-electronic-conduction devices
recently demonstrated by our group,36 will be critical.
In addition, our results suggest that asymmetry and the
presence of a reservoir of GST near the large-area electrode
are important design features for PCM endurance. Symmetric cell designs that have no such region near one electrode
will likely be subject to a Te-rich GST-induced cutoff for
both polarities. In contrast, symmetric cell designs with reservoirs of material at both electrodes (such as bridges) will
be likely to experience strong device history effects, unless
the aspect ratio is so large that the melted region is entirely
contained inside the electrode separation.
An aspect that will need to be added to the study of new
phase-change materials is susceptibility to elemental segregation. Most of the detailed evidence concerning elemental
segregation is limited to GST because of its ubiquity. However, it has been observed that the phase-change material
GeSb phase-segregates quite readily,37 implying that simply
reducing the number of atomic species involved is not necessarily the best approach. Straightforward methods for gauging thermally induced segregation37,38 have been shown;
similar methods will be needed for studying electromigration
under both bias polarities, preferably with only a small number of device fabrication steps.
Furthermore, our results make it clear that an active stoichiometry, clearly distinct from the as-deposited elemental distribution, rapidly establishes itself within an operating PCM
device. In fact, a distribution of varying local stoichiometry
builds up, depending on the particular device configuration.
Although this greatly complicates the prediction of expected
device results from thin-film large-area material science studies, it also opens up many new avenues for innovation.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have used electrical device characterization and failure analysis, and drawn on both materials
studies and numerical simulation, to understand and explain
the voltage polarity effects observed on both asymmetric
PCM pore cells and symmetric bridge-cell structures containing Ge2 Sb2 Te5 as the phase-change material. We have
shown that bias polarity can greatly accelerate device failure
in such GST-based PCM devices, depending on the pulse
shape and duration. We traced this effect to a combination of
elemental segregation initially driven by bias across the molten region of the cell, followed and enhanced by crystallization-induced segregation at lower temperatures.
Because Te-rich GST has a significantly lower melting
temperature and much slower crystallization than Ge2 Sb2 Te5 ,
a significant enhancement of Te near the confined bottom
electrode—for instance, via prolonged exposure to a strong
positive bias on this electrode at power levels that produce
significant melting—can have highly detrimental effects on
the operation and endurance of the PCM device. These results
have implications for the design of pulses and PCM cells for
maximum endurance, the role of device symmetry, the use of
reverse polarity for extending endurance, the advantages of
bipolar-capable access devices, the need for materials science
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on active rather than initial stoichiometries, and the need to
evaluate new PCM materials under both bias polarities.
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